
Strong R&D and manufacturing capabilities have helped to make MORI, Team Machinery Co., Ltd. 
a top-end supplier of professional outdoor power equipments for gardening and landscaping.  The 

products are marketed under the “MORI” brand.

MORI, Team Machinery has earned ISO9001 certification and won TTQS (Taiwan TrainQuali System) 
recognition.  It offers a range of power agricultural equipments including brush cutters, earth augers, 
power pole saws, pole hedge trimmers, multi garden tool, knapsack power sprayers, and related spare 
parts and accessories as gear case assemblies, harnesses, cutting attachments, clutch drums, throttle 
lever assemblies, and driving shafts.

MORI, Team Machinery enjoys a global competitive advantage derived from decades of experience in 
manufacturing agricultural and garden tool parts for Japanese customers on an OEM (original equipment 
manufacturing) and ODM (original design manufacturing) basis.

MORI, Team Machinery makes all of its products under strict by-the-book quality measures and with 
state-of-the-art technologies developed through partnerships with local universities and Japanese clients, 
helping it to earn CE, TUV and SGS approval.  The use of high-quality engines from top-caliber Japanese 
suppliers such as Kawasaki, Mitsubishi, Honda and Subaru Fuji Robin enhances the performance of its 
products.

MORI, Team Machinery also develops EBC-240, electric brush cutter; battery 
(DC) grass trimmer, which will hit the market in October 2012.  This machine is as 
powerful as gasoline type, lasts longer operation time and also will pass CE & PSE 
tests.  

MORI, Team Machinery’s model no X-800, X-600, S-400 are shoulder type of brush 
cutter & grass trimmer; model no. BP-260 is backpack type of brush cutter; model 
no. THP-250 is knapsack type of power sprayer; model no. LHT-240 & SHT-240 are 
pole hedge trimmer. All above are professional garden machines with CE, SGS and 
TUV certifi cations.  The model no. TSP-260 the telescopic type of chain saw with 
extending tube can reach up to 5~7 meters in height; and MORI Kombi Tool is a 
combination machine with exchangeable cutting attachments, for example : trimmer 
attachment, hedge trimmer attachment, pole saw attachment and the cultivator 
attachment.
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